Introduction and review
How to evaluate from observations, all subject to error, an estimate of a functional relation has been a persistent statistical problem for 80 years.~'fu.en the relation is linear, when errors of observation are normally distributed, and when either nothing is postulated about distribution of the underlying hypothetical variables or they are assumed to be also normally distributed random variables, a consistent solution is possible only if the ratios of variances and covariances of the errors are known (or alternatively all but one of the second moment parameters of the er~or distributions). We shall consider here a linear relation between two variates with homogeneous error variances. Usually one assumes the covariance to be zero and the ratio of variances known. With that condition the solution was given by Kummell in 1879 and has been several times rediscovered. Nevertheless the theoretical foundation for Kummell1s solution has remained ambiguous; it is known to be consistent, but beyond that its statistical properties such as bias and efficiency have not been investigated. Miss Dent (1935) seems to have been the only writer to attempt to evaluate the sampling variance of the estimated slope and her solution is far from satisfactory. It ignores distinction between parameters and statistics, it is based on a Taylor expansion which is not always convergent, and as it seeks the variance of tan (2~) it degenerates toward infinity in the most important region where the slope, tan~, is near unity.
The purpose of this paper is to show why Kummell l s solution is unique J thence to prove that it is efficient and unbiased, with respect to the angle of the line "lith ei.ther coordinate axisJ and t,o obt.ain it.s sampJing distribution. 
Experimentation yields paired observations
The errors of observation, 61' 6~, are assumed to be random variables normally independently distributed with zero means and common variance~.
Except where otherwise stated nothing is postulated about the distribution of 11 (or equivalently, owing to the relation (1), of ?2). The model is illustrated in fig. 1 where circles represent equal frequency contours of the distribution of 6 p • In particular we will consider the circles with radius equal to a. Only two sub-populations are shown in the figure although o usually n would be SUbstantially greater than two. The relationship (1) Gini (192J..},  e Seares (1944 Seares ( , 1945 (Lindley, 1947, see. 7. 3).
II. Deming's approximating procedure is more similar to the usual least squares approximation but differs in that the expansion of the residuals contains simultaneously terms both in (x p -Jp) and in parameter adjustments.
It leads to 'weighting' of the observable residuals similar to Kummell's fomulation, but with the weights expressed as functions of the trial parameter values and hence entering differentiation as constants. In classical procedure the parameter adjustments tend to zero as iteration proceeds vuth convergence on the required estimates. Deming's expansion differs in the material respect that the discrepancies (x p -5p) do not tend to zero and cannot be made to do so without losing contact with the observations which must remain as the anchor for computations. His book repeatedly reiterates that the solutions obtained will differ from the true ones only in squares of the residuals" but it evades enunciating the corollary that since these same squares of residuals constitute the function on whose minimization the solution depends they are not negligible. When the fitted relation is linear the proc~dure leads to one of the regression lines (albeit with a modified estimate of the error variances). In this case it fails to distinguish (as it appears to purport to do) between regression and the functional relation, and the proposed weighting procedure is wasted effort.
Hhen a curved relation is to be estimated it does allow that observations is not a weight in the ordinary sense. Lindley pertinently remarks that his procedure has the advantage "that the redundant 5are never mentioned", but he does not explain why they can be thus banished.
III. The maximum likelihood solution has been considered by Dent (1935) , Lindley (1947) and Kendall (1950 Kendall ( , 1954 . They begin by writing the likelihood, assuming 0"12 =0, as
and treat 52i as parameters. Hith no further postulates Lindley and Kendall conclude that all is not well vdth the resultant equations because they lead to the ratio of estimates of°2 2 :°1 1 being~2 --an unacceptable result.
Hhile adrnitting the result to be unaoceptable it is soarcely by itself adequate reason for rejecting the method and they do not elucidate why this result appears. Sinoe the likelihood is formulated for 2n observations indeterminance is not due, as has been suggested, to trying to estimate more parameters than there are observations.~fe shall see later that the trouble is that, relative to distribution of the only deviations which are observable, these two parameters enter as a single unit.
This formulation, with the ratio 0'11/0'22 known, is easily seen to be equivalent to Kurnmell's least squares formulation. The unplea. sant feature lies in regarding~.as parameters to be estimated, Neyman and Scott's (1947) )pJ.
"incidental parameters ll • The word llparameter ll as used in statistics has not yet been very specifically defined. Relative to the theory of maximum likelihood it may be defined as a characteristic constant of a probability distribution. To specify a particular parameter we must be able to specify the population of random variables of which it is a chara0teristic. That being done it is at least theoretically possible to return again and again to resample the specified papule,tion, thereby increasing the sample size from which its characters may be estjftated. But that is just what, in the problem before us, cannot be done. A basic feature of the probJ.em is that ' VJe never know and can never s·c,ate that any tlV' O or more pairs of observations are drawn from the same s~.l.b~poplJ.lation with a particular 511' 52i; they are never definable as the characters of a specifiable population and we can never increase sample sizes for their estimation as is required to demonstrate the optimum pr~perties of maximum likelihood estimators. Furthermore we are not interested in the Jpi indiVidually, He are concerned only to esti. . '1late the line as a whole. The ;pi are essentially variables, not parameters at all. They mayor may not be random variables, that is variables with an associated probability distribution, depending on the procedure by which observations are selected.
If they are random variables the parameters of their distribution may become parameters also of the overall distribution of the observable x and appropriate formulation is self evident (appendix 2). If the location of observationa is chosen in a way which precludes assigning a probability distribution to 5, to treat them as parameters may yet be inappropriate, and we should seek some other method to eliminate them from the problem.
Least squares formulation
The method of least squares seeks estimates of parameters which minimize a sum of squares of residuals which are usually expressible as (10) where Xi are observations, and 9 i are functions of the estimandsand known constants. For the Gauss-Markoff theorem to be applicable, with consequent nice statistical properties of the estimators, it is necessary (David and Neyman, 1937 ) that
be a linear function of the estimands the relative weights of Xi be known.
Little seems to be known about the precise statistical properties of estimators when these conditions are not met. Conditions (i) and (iii) are invariably assumed. Failure of (ii) creates no difficulty in principle for estimating the parameters, beyond that the solution may have to be approached by itera:-tion; but t}stimators may no longer ,be unbiased, and reliability of approximationa to their variances and covariances, based on linear approximations, seems uncertain.
1~en we have to deal with a relation between observations all of which are subject to error we do not obtain a clean separation between observations and estimands as at (10) . He must deal with residuals which are mixed functions of the two, for example from (1) or (2); r .,; y1 -A -By2 or y1 cos~-Y2 sin~-~.
This additional complication has been slurred over by writers who have endeavored to apply the principle of least squares to such situations.
The residuals of classical least squares, and relative to which the principle was developed, are univariate quantities. The residuals with vJhich we have to deal Blr'e compounded of two variates, but once compounded in a defined manner the compound becomes again a univariate quantity and should have a univariate probability distribution. The only quantities on which inference must be based are deviations from observed points to the fitted line; there
DlU n sw h quantities. The hypothetical~or 7' being irrelevant to the problem, if they can be eliminated, the deviatioZlS must be defined by measurement in some specified direction.
It seems natural to as~ume as a first requirement that the residuals should be formulated so that E(r) 
.... 
which is equivalent to Kur.rme11 1 s solution (7).
Further deductions are easier in terms of transformed variables obtained by rotating to coc.rdinate axes parallel and perpendicuJ.ar to the theoretical line. Define (17) E(u 1 ) ""~1 cos~-72 sin~"" .,( (Constant independently of i) La E(-J' 0 -l) "" )')/1' sin~+ 11". cos~"" u. evidently associated with the condition that the direction in which the postulated sampling distribution of observations is defined "wobb1es"
with errors in estimating its parameters. We shall see later that the condition under which the indicated variances are approached is not n~00, but that the ratio (ri/ second moment of U)~o.
The asymptotic variance-eovariance matrix is therefore indicated to be n-l (n-l)
Since (n-2) will usually be large relative to w we may for most practical purposes suppose (n-2) "degrees of freedom". If then we accept as estimator of the error variance Proof of these statements, and the appendices noted above, will be submitted in a later report. 
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